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AIB Molesworth Street.



Contractor:
Architect:
Description
In conjunction with RKD architects Glenn Wood completed this
modern and creative project to a tight and exacting time
schedule. The project spanned over five floors, with work
completed by Glenn Wood including; Joinery, Storage Cabinets,
Kitchen Fit-Out, Wall Panelling, Ceiling Deco, and a main feature
point of Bleachers Seating. The team excelled in this project with
their ability to adhere to a strict time schedule by completing the
project in advance of planned time frame. Our detailed, skilled
and quality work can be seen in this project particularly through
the Bleachers Seating section and Kitchen Fit- Out.

AIB Molesworth Street, Co.Dublin
12 months 

Structure Tone

RKD Architects



East Lounge, Dublin Airport



Contractor:
Architect:
Description
This project completed for the DAA consisted of a 5 star, highly
specified fit out for the new business class lounge. The project was
executed with precise workmanship from our highly skilled team and
the results are there to be seen in this lounge. The many features
Glenn Wood completed in this project include a state of the art
Connemara Marble Reception desk withthe east lounge logo
embedded in brass rebated into the stone. Other features included,
“stable of Ireland” upholstery seating, re-cladding the existing bar
counter in-situ, new drinks shelf and screen and using a reconstituted
oak veneers laid at 45 degrees to re-clad doors. Finally, a most
notable design element was the new front entrance cladding to this
lounge, this design feature can be seen while travelling from Terminal
1 to Terminal 2 within the airport.

East Lounge, Dublin Airport.
12 months

Glenbeigh Construction
BDP Architects



Eir, Henry Street



Architect:
Designers:

Description
Glenn Wood in conjunction with Oppermann Architects and
Dynamo Design Agency were involved in the fit-out of
rebranded Eir stores nationwide. Work completed by Glenn
Wood across this nationwide project included Manufacture,
supply and fit-out of: Accessory Walls + Circles, Phone Table,
Consultation Table, Transaction Desk, Best Seller.

Eir, Henry Street, Co. Dublin
12 months

Oppermann Architects

Dynamo Design Agency 
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